Thursday 23rd May 2019, starting at 12 noon
Lunch

Le Petit Blaison
6, rue de la Grange aux Dîmes
49320 Blaison Gohier
02 41 54 85 70

To be followed at 2.30pm by
a guided tour in English

Vilmorin et C
Seed Specialists
Route du Manoir
49250 La Menitré
02 41 79 41 49

ie

Vilmorin & Cie is one of the world leaders of the seeds sector. Its business centres
around three activities, two of which represent its core business: vegetable seeds
and field seeds, along with garden seeds.
No. 2 worldwide for vegetable seeds and No.6 worldwide for Field Seeds,
Vilmorin’s ambition is to contribute to meeting world food challenges by
developing more efficient seeds with better yields, better disease resistance, and
better adaptation to different climates and regions. Long-term planning is key to
success since on average it takes 7 to 10 years to create a new seed variety.
Vilmorin seeds are distributed to over 100 countries worldwide. They are the
world’s main producer of a wide range of vegetable seeds, including carrots,
lettuce, tomatoes, peppers and radishes.

ATTENDANCE FORM
Please let Julie know by email or post if you plan to attend the lunch, the lunch and visit, or the
visit only.
Julie Dufour, 47 rue des Bouteilleries, St. Lambert des Levées, 49400, Saumur
julied49@live.fr
The Deadline for receipt of Attendance Notifications is Saturday 18 May 2019
Both venues will require total numbers from us beforehand
There is no set menu on this occasion, so no need for menu choices.
Prices at the Petit Blaison range from 15€ to 35€.
You can choose from the menu and pay individually on the day.
Names...................................................................................................................
Email…..................................................................................................................
Telephone...............................................................................................
I can provide transport for …. ……….people from.................................
I would like transport for ……………. people from ….............................
Number attending lunch only………………………………………
Number attending lunch and visit to Vilmorin …………………..
Number attending visit to Vilmorin only.………………………..

DIRECTIONS
Le Petit Blaison,
6, rue de la Grange aux Dîmes
49320 Blaison Gohier
02 41 54 85 70
Blaison-Gohier is situated on the south side of the Loire roughly half way between les Ponts-deCé and Gennes, and not far from Brissac-Quincé. Travelling from north of the Loire, cross the
bridge at St Mathurin and after about 500 metres you will see a signpost indicating right to
Blaison-Gohier.

Vilmorin & Cie
Route du Manoir
49250 La Menitré
From Blaison Gohier to Vilmorin & Cie, head to the D55 and cross the bridge to St. Mathurin.
Turn right onto the D952 towards La Menitré and follow the map.

Our appreciation to Google Maps for the use of this map.

